NCHERM Reaction to the April 4th, 2011 OCR Dear Colleague Title IX Guidance on Campus Sexual Assault

The eleven consultants and higher education attorneys at NCHERM applaud the release on Monday by the U.S. Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights (OCR) of a Dear Colleague letter giving higher education greater clarity on how Title IX impacts on campus sexual violence. Announced with a press conference at the University of New Hampshire by Vice President Biden and Secretary of Education Arne Duncan, and coupled with an announcement from the Obama White House, the spotlight on campus sexual assault clearly showed how significant a priority Title IX is for this administration.

Our hope is that this guidance will lead to policy and practice changes on college and university campuses that will more effectively empower and embrace the rights of complaints, and further the goal of an equitable result via an equitable process. The failure to embrace rights such as complainant appeals, moving an accused student to alternate housing, and keeping a complainant apprised of the investigation has resulted in years of successful legal challenges to and liability for colleges and universities. We are optimistic that OCR’s action will bring about a sea change now.

Acting on the Dear Colleague letter with revised policies and practices will more effectively shield campuses from liability because it offers campuses a roadmap for delivering prompt and effective remedies to campus sexual violence. Yet, it is important to recognize that the substance of the Dear Colleague letter is not new. Our interactions with OCR investigations and involvement with significant cases have given us an unrivaled depth of understanding of best practices, and we at NCHERM have been sharing that roadmap with our clients for years. Title IX does not define the entire universe of best practices for colleges and university response to sexual violence, but it provides a significant foundation. Failing to meet Title IX requirements is non-compliance that can result in adverse findings, consent decrees, legal action, and potentially, fines or loss of federal funding.

With this Dear Colleague letter, OCR has not expanded Title IX. What OCR has done is finally to promulgate guidance that reflects the substance of its enforcement. To date, that enforcement has been accomplished campus-by-campus, without public dissemination of the findings and compliance requirements. We’ve had to read tea leaves to discern OCR’s expectations. Now, we have greater clarity on a number of key issues. The roadmap has effectively gained a GPS capability.

Below, please find a series of links to recent OCR actions, announcements, decision letters and compliance resources. Additionally, the entire OCR case letter file of more than 200 Title IX findings on complaints of sexual violence against colleges and universities is now available freely available online as the result of a collaboration between NCHERM and the Center for Public Integrity to publicize these documents. We hope these resources will be invaluable to your campus:

- Title IX Implementing Regulations
- 2001 Guidance
- Dear Colleague Bullying Letter
- Dear Colleague First Amendment Letter
We trust that you will continue to turn to NCHERM to keep you out ahead of the government’s expectations, and firmly in the realm of best practices. Upcoming, NCHERM has three Title IX-related events we hope you will consider attending, including a Rapid Response Webinar on the OCR Dear Colleague Letter, and the first-ever training and certification course for Campus Title IX Coordinators. See details on each event, below:

**April 15, 2011 - NCHERM Rapid Response Webinar -- Practical Application of the Title IX Dear Colleague Letter/Guidance on Campus Sexual Assault**

This webinar, together with a brief guide to practical implementation, will offer participants the chance to digest the Dear Colleague Letter’s contents and implications with a panel of national experts. The webinar will feature Q&A throughout with the presenters for one hour of discussion on the Dear Colleague, and then the final fifteen minutes will offer a chance to learn about the three upcoming Title IX regional and national seminars from NCHERM, and which might be beneficial for your campus.

**May 18-20, 2011 - Responding to Campus Sexual Misconduct and Investigating Campus Sexual Misconduct 3-day Institute in Columbus, OH**

This landmark three-day institute is designed to provide comprehensive training for college and university administrators, hearing boards, conduct administrators, appeals officers, sexual harassment grievance officers and legal counsel on the legal foundations of responding to sexual misconduct on campuses, essential policy elements, training sexual misconduct hearing boards, and conducting effective investigations.

**August 2-5, 2011 - Campus Title IX Coordinator Comprehensive Training and Certification Course in St. Louis, MO**

Every college and university in the country is required by the Department of Education to have a campus Title IX Coordinator, and to designate that individual to the department and the campus community as a contact point for a Title IX communications and grievances. Title IX Coordinators all over the country have reported to NCHERM a lack of clarity on the role, responsibilities and the expectations the Department of Education has for their position. Campus administrators report confusion over whether there is more to the Coordinator role than being a designee for Office for Civil Rights (OCR) communications, who their campus Title IX Coordinator is, and what that person is supposed to do. To address these questions and the confusion about the responsibilities of a campus Title IX Coordinator, NCHERM has created this four-day training program. After attending this program, Coordinators will know chapter and verse on their role and responsibilities, and will receive a certificate of completion from NCHERM.